
The objective of this Catalogue is to be able for collectors to at least benchmark or relate to some kind

of source information in order to engage in some type of "trade or sourcing".

Every individual collector would have his/her way of collecting these cards, and it is fair to say that there

is no right or wrong way to collect. Typically it could be collected either by;  Name, Theme, banking 

technology or a combination thereof. It could also be collected i.t.o. variations (Small / Big). 

Example:

1 Name - Brooklyn Mall

2 Theme - Mall, Centre, Shopping Centre etc

3 Banking Technology - Master Card (Standard Bank) or Visa (Bid Vest Bank, Old Mutual etc)

There is no intent to influence your deciSIon on "HOW" or "WHAT" you want to collect, but merely

provide a reference.

by no means is this "cast in stone" as a final version. It is therfore appropriate to acknowledge the initial 

Stobrawe for their valuable information.

1 - Mall, Centre, Shopping Centre Name etc

1 - A brief summary of the Company Profile , supported by a picture of the entity where

applicable and an image of Logo.

2 - Card Number (ie: Card 1, Card 1A, Card 2 etc)

3 - Image of the particulat Gift Card (Front and Obverse) with description  (eg:  AA Mall GC 1 - Front)

1 - Card numbers are sequential based on the "Valid Dates" depicted on the cards

NB: Oldest date to most recent date

The card numbers  are based on the following logic:-

below:-

The referencing will be by the Index Page enclosed, which is based on: 

Once at the Mall, Centre, Shopping Centre Page the following logic has been folowed:-

The way the pages have been put together are very self explanitory, however a brief description is given 

A concerted effort has been made to put this Catalogue together based on ATA  members inputs and 

SHOPPING CENTRES & CENTRES GIFT CARDS (W.Stobrawe)

INTRODUCTION TO THE COLLECTING OF SHOPPING MALL, 

contributing collectors ; Ricky Ingham, Dawie Schwartz, Derik Ras, Cedric Edwards and Warwick 

The Catalogue has been compiled by Warwick Stobrawe in an attempt to foster the hobby of "Telately".



2 - should there be cards with a similar image besides a  "Valid date" variation or slight text change

it will follow the original number followed by an alphabetial letter ie: A, B etc

An example is depicted below:-

This Card  would be Card 1 This card  would be Card 1A

However if there is significant change it would have a sequential number change.

An example below:-

Although the Mall name is the same, there are significant image changes such as:-

1 - Logo Image

2 - Colour, and image layout

3 - Text changes

In this case this card would be "Card 2"

As time goes by and more collectors participate, the catalogue will be enhanced accordingly.

Warwick Stobrawe

Version 1 - October 2012

Introduction - Page 2

"Valid Date"

I trust this will give you hours of pleasure and encourage you to collect.



During August 2014, a new look GIFT Card was discovered. The traditional front image of a Gift Card  

Brooklyn Mall - GC 2 - Front

Only by referencing the till

voucher slip to the cards 16 

digit number, on the card itself, 

will confirm the actual Mall

Introduction - Page 3

depicted a reference to the name of a particular Mall/Shopping Centre. It would appear as if this will

be a thing of the past as displayed by the image below:- 








